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A complete menu of Fawdon Tandoori from Newcastle upon Tyne covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Foodsquad65 likes about Fawdon Tandoori:
Indians tonight looked online . No Deliveroo or Just Eat so went to pick it up . The guy’s in the shop were really

busy but friendly lovely greetings byes . Food was lovely hot tasted amazing . We had chicken pakoras with a dip
, chicken tikka masala , garlic chicken , garlic special rice a nan , cost £27 . Definitely be back just lovely thanks

read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or
physiological disabilities. What bekoubetts doesn't like about Fawdon Tandoori:

This second review of FT coincides with the second time I’ve ate their food. I must say, my overwhelming sense
was one of disappointment. I wanted to taste a curry which revealed layer upon layer of flavours. That didn’t

happen. All I got was heat from the chillis. No depth. No breadth. No bandwidth to the notes. My naan was dry.
And the fabled FT chips were at best average. I tasted nothing to compel my return. read more. At Fawdon

Tandoori in Newcastle upon Tyne, a selection of delicious dishes with original Indian spices and sides like rice
or naan are freshly prepared.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Sid� dishe�
NAN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Chicke� mai� dishe�
GARLIC CHICKEN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

India�
NAAN

CHICKEN DARTS

MASALA

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

TRAVEL

MEAT

TOMATE
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